Introduction
In the spring of 2017, the Snohomish School District reached out to
parents, staff, students and the community to hold a conversation
about student success and equity in all learning environments.
After sharing their thoughts, participants were invited to review and
prioritize the thoughts of others by placing stars next to the ideas that
were most important to them. This report highlights those priorities and
thoughts that suggest areas where the district can focus and build on
existing strengths.
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The Thoughtexchange Process
Thoughtexchange is a group discussion app for modern leaders who
want to build relationships while making informed decisions. A simple
process ensures everyone is heard, everyone learns and important ideas
emerge.
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Thoughtexchange can be used to engage groups of 5-50,000 people and
patent-pending data analysis provides deep insights so customers can
take actions that have support.
The diagram on the right shows the three steps of the Thoughtexchange
process. On the following pages, you can find the details of the questions
asked and a summary of the findings.
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Exchange Overview
Participation
1,368

3,876

88,814

Questions
Q1

What are some concerns about the ways Snohomish schools support student success?

Q2

Please share a story about something you saw or experienced that illustrates the very best of
Snohomish schools.

Q3

What are some opportunities you wish were available for Snohomish students?

Q4

What are your thoughts about how we can continue to improve our facilities?

Satisfaction
At the end of the exchange, participants were asked to share their level of satisfaction with Snohomish
School District. Participants responded along a sliding scale with 11 points. They provided answers ranging
from
very dissatisfied to very satisfied.
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1-2: Very dissatisfied ▪ 3-4: Somewhat dissatisfied ▪ 5-7: Neutral ▪ 8-9: Somewhat satisfied ▪ 10-11: Very satisfied
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Participation by Demographic
Each participant is only counted once – regardless of whether he or she took part in the Share step, the
Star step, or both. The numbers below represent the unique stakeholders across the community who
took part in the conversation broken down by role.

Student

52

Community Member/Other

66

Staff Member

296

Parent/Guardian

954

Participation by School
The chart below shows the number of participants at each school site.
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Snohomish High School

Glacier Peak High School

Valley View Middle School

Centennial Middle School

Totem Falls Elementary

Seattle Hill Elementary

Riverview Elementary

Machias Elementary

Little Cedars Elementary

Emerson Elementary

Dutch Hill Elementary

Central Primary Center

Cathcart Elementary

Cascade View Elementary

ECEAP

2

AIM High School

4

10
Parent Partnership Program

34

49
36

20

Other

56
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Insights Overview
An analysis was conducted on the starring patterns of participants, which revealed areas of
appreciation and concern. The thoughts shared by participants have been arranged into summary
themes, highlighting the priorities shared by participants.

Values
In Question 2, participants commended students for contributing to the respectful, inclusive and welcoming
culture that the schools have developed.

School Culture and Events
 2nd largest theme in Q2

▪▪ Participants shared thoughts regarding character

traits and values that students contribute to the
school culture. In particular, participants commended
students for their respectful and welcoming
demeanor.

Staff and student relationships. When
you walk through the hallways on campus,
students are addressed (often by name) by
staff members also passing by. I love the
community this promotes and that kids
are made aware that they are seen.
70 

17 

Inclusivity and Acceptance
 5th largest theme in Q2

▪▪ Several of the thoughts in this theme are specifically
about students nurturing an inclusive environment
by ensuring their classmates with extra learning
needs are included in academic and social activities.
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Inclusivity. I enjoy seeing all types of kids
being accepted with open hearts and
minds in our school.
49 

14 
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Opportunities to Support Student Success
In Question 3, participants suggested that more curriculum and programming focused on STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math), the arts, foreign languages and vocational skills would contribute to
greater student success.

STEM Education
 Largest theme in Q3

▪▪ Participants indicated they would like more STEM

options for students. This includes access to
STEM programming in elementary school. Specific
suggestions included coding, computer sciences and
other general technology/STEM classes.

Computer science. This is one of the largest
and fastest growing industries in the state.
And we don’t have a substantial program.
There needs to be a solid set of courses
at the high school level, some support at
the middle school level, and at least an
introduction at the elementary level.
57 

16 

Foreign Language, Music and Art
 2nd largest theme in Q3

▪▪ Participants asked for more arts and music

programming. Emphasis was placed on ensuring
there is equitable access to this programming across
all schools and demographics.

▪▪ Participants also shared thoughts suggesting that

foreign language classes be considered for inclusion
at earlier grade levels.

Please continue to support the arts.
Drama club, art, pottery, band, strings,
choir - all of these arts are important
to character development. It would be
nice to see Snohomish move even more
towards the arts. STEM only addresses
part of what a real education is. Real
education opens the mind. Artistic
development must be encouraged.
72 
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College and Career Planning
 3rd largest theme in Q3

▪▪ Participants shared thoughts regarding the need

to have more trades-based and vocational classes
available to students.

▪▪ Participants indicated they would like to ensure that
students are prepared to be successful whether or
not they continue on to a 4-year college.
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Mentoring and myth busting. We need
to encourage trades people to come
to the schools to educate students
and eliminate stereotypes surrounding
working in a skilled trade.
51 

14 
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Community Engagement
▪▪ Some participants stated that they receive adequate information and have lots of opportunities to be
involved in their child’s education.
▪▪ Other participants would like to receive more regular communication and have more opportunities to
get involved in the school community.

Parent and Community Engagement
 4th largest theme in Q2, 17th largest theme in Q4, 20th largest theme in Q1

▪▪ The largest conversation was appreciative of how the
district provides opportunities for parents and the
community to get involved.

▪▪ The smaller conversations in Q1 and Q4 suggested

that the district should offer more ways for the
community and parents to be involved in the district.
Suggestions included grounds clean-up days, more
programs like Watch DOGS, and giving general
information to the community so they feel involved.

Families. I think our school does a great
job reaching out to families and building
relationships through family learning
nights, communication, etc.
49 

16 

▪▪ Some participants expressed appreciation that the

district provided an opportunity for the community
to share their thoughts about this process.

Parent Teacher Communication
 6th largest theme in Q2, 10th largest theme in Q1 and a small theme in Q3 and Q4

▪▪ Concerns shared were mostly about teachers not

keeping Skyward and other communication tools upto-date, as well as not notifying parents soon enough
when children are struggling or missing deadlines.

▪▪ Thoughts were shared showing general appreciation
for the level of communication that parents receive
from schools.

Skyward. Why can’t teachers grade papers
in an appropriate amount of time? Students
are expected to complete their work on
time. Many teachers do not enter grades
into Skyward in a timely fashion (sometimes
weeks or months later). How are kids and
their parents supposed to be in touch with
where they are at?
41 
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Facilities
▪▪ Participants prioritized conversations about updating and expanding facilities and increasing and
updating technology-based resources.
▪▪ These conversations were important to participants across all schools.
▪▪ Participants indicated that they would like all elementary schools to be upgraded and have a similar
quality of resources and facilities available to the students. The upgraded schools should also be able
to meet future growth of the student population.
▪▪ Participants would like classrooms and schools to have access to current technology resources.

Facility Upgrades
 Largest theme in Q4

▪▪ Many of the participants discussed the disparity in

quality between the older and newer school facilities.

▪▪ Participants indicated that they would like for all

elementary schools to be updated to match recently
built and/or renovated schools.

▪▪ The consensus throughout this theme is that major

Continue to renovate and replace our
older schools. We have many wonderful
new schools in our district. We need to
continue our plan to replace our aging
schools with new, efficient, studentfriendly, modern schools.
83 

22 

upgrades and new builds are necessary to improve
many of the school buildings.

Classroom Technology and Learning Tools
 2nd largest theme in Q4, 8th largest theme in Q1, and 10th largest theme in Q3

▪▪ Participants advocated for the school district to

continue to buy more technology resources and
improve the quality of tools available to teachers and
students.

Keep up with technology. Getting
kids ready for the next step, whether
education or career, means keeping up
with the pace of technological change
so they don’t fall behind. The schools
have been doing well lately with the
computers and other technologies. Just
keep it up and keep evolving!
91 
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Overcrowding and Growth
▪▪ Participants expressed concern about the overcrowding of school buildings and would like the school
district to continue to upgrade and expand aging schools.
▪▪ Participants suggested that the plans for new school facilities should take into consideration current
and expected growth in the district.
▪▪ The conversation about overcrowding was more important to participants from elementary schools
than other school types.

Overcrowding and Future Growth
 3rd largest theme in Q4

▪▪ Elementary schools across the school district

prioritized this theme. Other types of schools
(middle, high and alternative programs) tended to
give more importance to other facility-related issues.

Student population. Snohomish County is
one of the fastest growing in the nation.
With our industry, our student population
fills schools quickly. We need to stay in
step with the growing need. Not planning
ahead to future needs will be detrimental
for quality programs and class sizes.
77 

21 

Facility Upgrades
 Largest theme in Q4

▪▪ Some thoughts in this theme were related to

expanding school facilities in order to increase
capacity and decrease the use of portables.

Reduce portables. These are supposed
to be temporary buildings and yet many
are used year after year instead of seeking
new, healthier, and permanent structures.
69 
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